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Integrates a UV disinfection module as an option and benefit form a bacteria free water that meets 
the requirements of a “Class A” NSF 55.

Any additionnal water-related issue? 
We have a solution for you! Combine Confortum to a Kinetico water treatment system and bet
on whole home water management.

How does it work?

,  for your whole family… simple, efficient and safe! 
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Comfort and safety for the whole family, everywhere 
in your home.

.

Modern and compact aestetics, made of stainless steel, 
can be standing alone or wall mounted.

Pre assembled, ready to useand easy to maintain.

Improve UV transmittance (UVT) to optimise UV 
treatment efficiency.

Environmentally responsible: no chemical rejections.

Eliminates: Sediments Turbidity Bacteria* Virus* Clay Pollen Sand

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
* Guaranteed with the UV option
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Puribec Technologies, leader    
in commercial, institutionnal and 
industrial water treatment solutions, 
now brings you a disinfection and 
filtration system for the water at 
the heart of your home.  

Simple and easy! Water goes through  a membrane that captures and eliminates sediments, fine 
particles and turbidity (cloudy water cause by particles and minerals). When the membrane becomes 
saturated,                           initiates an automated cleaning cycle without ever interrupting 
service.  
Also, the system offers a wifi option that allows you to monitor system status and operation 
parameters to know everything about your water consumption!

18 927 lpd
5000 gpd

NSF 61 37.8 lpm (10 gpm)
75.7 lpm (20 gpm) (with

High Performance System)
25.5 lpm (7.8 gpm) with UV

Daily 
production*Membrane

Ultraviolet lamp
NSF Standard
55 - Class A

OptionsPeak flow

1 year on parts
and labour

2 years on membrane
(pro rata)

Warranties*

* Conditions may apply.


